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Abstract

The aim of the paper is twofold: (1) to
automatically predict the ratings assigned
by viewers to 14 categories available for
TED talks in a multi-label classification task
and (2) to determine what types of fea-
tures drive classification accuracy for each
of the categories. The focus is on fea-
tures of language usage from five groups
pertaining to syntactic complexity, lexical
richness, register-based n-gram measures,
information-theoretic measures and LIWC-
style measures. We show that a Recurrent
Neural Network classifier trained exclusively
on within-text distributions of such features
can reach relatively high levels of overall ac-
curacy (69%) across the 14 categories. We
find that features from two groups are strong
predictors of the affective ratings across all
categories and that there are distinct patterns
of language usage for each rating category.

1 Introduction

The ability to communicate competently and ef-
fectively is key to personal contentment, aca-
demic achievement and professional career suc-
cess. The ability to communicate competently
is even found to enhance social relationships
(Burleson, 2007; Morreale and Pearson, 2008).
In educational and vocational contexts, compe-
tent speakers experience more success in sharing
their knowledge, ideas and views (De Vries et al.,
2010). One of the essential communication skills
is that of giving an informative and impactful
public speech. The development and mastery of
public speaking is recognized as a core commu-
nicative competence (Schreiber et al., 2012) and
has been incorporated into the educational curric-

ula and standards for both first and second/foreign
language (Common Core State Standards Initia-
tive, 2010). Across various assessment grids and
evaluation forms, a speech is considered compe-
tent and effective when the communicative in-
tention is fulfilled – such as that of informing,
persuading or entertaining an audience (and most
speeches aim at achieving one or more of these)
is achieved – when it is appropriate to the specific
communicative context and when it matches the
expectations of the audience. Given its central
role, it is hardly surprising that research on public
speaking has given rise to a vast field, scattered
across disciplines using a range of methodolog-
ical approaches (Backlund and Morreale, 2015).
This research has been directed towards under-
standing the role of both verbal and non-verbal
components in the assessment of the multidimen-
sional construct of public speaking competence
(Morreale, 2007). In more recent years, there
has been a growing interest in automatic assess-
ment of speaking skills. Most studies in this area
have primarily focused on the role of auditory and
acoustic measures of prosody (such as loudness,
voice quality and pitch) and non-verbal cues (such
as the use of gestures, eye-contact and posture) in
predicting human ratings (see Section 2 on related
work for more details).

The present paper contributes to and expands
this emerging line of research by modeling pub-
lic speaking skills in a multi-label classification
task on the basis of five groups of features of
language usage. More specifically, the aim of
the paper is twofold: (1) to automatically pre-
dict the affective ratings of public speeches as-
signed by online viewers across fourteen rating
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categories and (2) to determine what types of fea-
tures drive classification accuracy in predicting
each of the categories. In pursuit of these aims,
we use a large open repository of public speaking,
TED Talks1. TED (Technology, Entertainment
and Design) Talks are designed to not exceed the
length of 18 minutes and provide succinct and
enlightening insights on various topics or ideas
that are “worth spreading.” Topics presented in
these talks range from global warming to what
keeps us happy and healthy as we go through life.
Most popular TED Talks, such as Brené Brown’s
“The Power of Vulnerability” has garnered almost
48.000.000 million views. TED presenters are
often selected not only on the basis of their exper-
tise on a given topic but also for their ability to
effectively and succinctly communicate.

The dataset used in the paper included 2392
public speaking videos aligned with 5.89 mil-
lion human ratings. Each TED speech is rated in
terms of 14 categories: (1) beautiful, (2) confus-
ing, (3) courageous, (4) fascinating, (5) funny, (6)
informative, (7) ingenious, (8) inspiring, (9) jaw-
dropping, (10) long-winded, (11) obnoxious, (12)
OK, (13) persuasive and (14) unconvincing. The
speech transcripts were automatically analyzed
using CoCoGen, a computational tool that im-
plements a sliding-window technique to compute
a series of measurements for a given language
feature (contours) that captures the distribution
of that feature within a text. A Recurrent Neu-
ral Network (RNN) classifier – that exploits the
sequential information in those contours – was
trained on these distributions to predict 14 rating
categories investigated in the paper. The remain-
der of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
briefly presents a concise review of related work.
Section 3 describes the TED talk corpus we used
alongside with viewer ratings. Sections 4 presents
the tool used for automated text analysis and the
five groups of features used in the paper. Section
5 gives a description of the classification model
architecture. Section 6 presents the main results
and discusses them. Finally, Section 7 summa-
rizes the main findings reported in the paper and
proposes future research directions.

1https://www.ted.com/

2 Related work

A combined use of automated text analysis of
authentic language use in large corpora and ma-
chine learning techniques has received increas-
ing interest in recent years. Such an approach
has been successfully applied in various classifi-
cation tasks, including detection of personality,
gender, and age in the language of social me-
dia (Schwartz et al., 2013), Alzheimer’s demen-
tia detection in spontaneous speech (Luz et al.,
2020), author identification and/or verification
(Khanh and Vorobeva, 2020), fake news detec-
tion (Pérez-Rosas et al., 2017), etc. Most closely
related to this paper is research focused on predict-
ing human behavioral responses and human sub-
jective/affective ratings/judgements through auto-
mated analysis of speaking samples. Several stud-
ies have used verbal and non-verbal cues in pre-
dicting audience laughter in humorous speeches
(Chen and Lee, 2017), human ratings of politi-
cians’ speaking performance along multiple di-
mensions, such as expressiveness, monotonicity
and persuasiveness (Scherer et al., 2012) or pre-
dicting performance assessments of students’ oral
presentation (Luzardo et al., 2014). For exam-
ple, Luzardo et al. (2014) trained a binary clas-
sifier to predict the quality of the presentation.
The accuracy of the trained binary classifier is
65% and 69% respectively for the features ex-
tracted from slides and audio track. In (Pfister
and Robinson, 2011), real-time recognition of af-
fective states and its application to the assessment
of public speaking skills are proposed by using
acoustic features. The skills are predicted with
61-81% accuracy. In another interesting applica-
tion, (Weninger et al., 2012) analysed 143 online
speeches hosted on YouTube to classify an in-
dividual as achievers, charismatic speakers, and
team players with 72.5% accuracy on unseen data.
The most related work to ours is Weninger et al.
(2013), which predicted the affective ratings for
online TED talks using lexical features, where on-
line viewers assigned 3 out of 14 predefined rating
categories that resulted in the affective state in-
voked in them listening to the talks. Their models
reached average recall rates of 74.9 for positive
categories (jaw-dropping, funny, courageous, fas-

https://www.ted.com/
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cinating, inspiring, ingenious, beautiful, informa-
tive, persuasive) and 60.3 for neutral or negative
ones (OK, confusing, unconvincing, long-winded,
obnoxious). In summary, as reviewed above, the
available literature on automatic assessment and
evaluation of speaking competencies based on hu-
man judgments or affective ratings have primarily
drawn on audio features (prosody of the speech)
and/or visual cues.

3 Data

We analysed the TedTalk data gathered on the
ted.com website2. We crawled the site and ob-
tained every TED Talk transcript and its meta-
data from 2006 through 2017, which yielded a
total of 2668 talks. Viewers on the Internet can
vote for three impression-related labels out of the
14 types of labels: beautiful, confusing, coura-
geous, fascinating, funny, informative, ingenious,
inspiring, jaw-dropping, longwinded, obnoxious,
OK, persuasive, and unconvincing. The labels are
not mutually exclusive and users can select up to
three labels for each talk. If only a single label
is chosen, it is counted three times. All talks that
featured more than one speaker as well as talks
that centered around music performances were
removed. This resulted in a dataset of 2392 TED
talks with a total number of views of 4139 million
and a total number of 5.89 million ratings (see
Table 1). All ratings were normalized per million
views to account for differences in the amount
of time that talks have been online. All ratings
were binarized by their medians, such that each
category has a value 1 when the rating of a text
in this category was above or equal to the median
and 0 if not.

4 Automated Text Analysis

The speech transcripts were automatically ana-
lyzed using CoCoGen, a computational tool that
implements a sliding window technique to cal-
culate within-text distributions of scores for a
given language feature (for current applications
of the tool in the context of text classification, see
(Kerz et al., 2020; Qiao et al., 2020; Ströbel et al.,
2020)). Here, in this paper, we employ a total

2https://www.ted.com/

of 119 features derived from multi-disciplinary
integrated approaches to language (Christiansen
and Chater, 2017) that fall into five categories: (1)
measures of syntactic complexity, (2) measures
of lexical richness, (3) register-based n-gram fre-
quency measures, (4) information-theoretic mea-
sures, and (5) LIWC-style (Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count) measures. The first four categories
of features are derived from the literature on lan-
guage development showing that, in the course of
their lifespan, humans learn to produce and under-
stand complex syntactic structures, more sophisti-
cated and diverse vocabulary and informationally
denser language (Berman, 2007; Hartshorne and
Germine, 2015; Ehret and Szmrecsanyi, 2019; Lu,
2010, 2012; Brysbaert et al., 2019). The inclusion
of features in the fourth category is motivated by
recent research on language adaptation (Chang
et al., 2012) and research that looks at language
from the perspective of complex adaptive systems
(Beckner et al., 2009; Christiansen and Chater,
2016a) indicating that, based on accumulated lan-
guage knowledge emerging from lifelong expo-
sure to various types of language inputs, humans
learn to adapt their language to meet the func-
tional requirements of different communicative
contexts. The fifth group of features is based on
insights from many years of research conducted
by Pennebaker and colleagues (Pennebaker et al.,
2003; Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010), show-
ing that the words people use in their everyday
life provide important psychological cues to their
thought processes, emotional states, intentions,
and motivations.

In contrast to the standard approach imple-
mented in other software for automated text anal-
ysis that relies on aggregate scores representing
the average value of a feature in a text, the sliding-
window approach employed in CoCoGen tracks
the distribution of the feature scores within a
text. A sliding window can be conceived of as
a window of size ws, which is defined by the
number of sentences it contains. The window is
moved across a text sentence-by-sentence, com-
puting one value per window for a given indicator.
The series of measurements generated by CoCo-
Gen captures the progression of language perfor-
mance within a text for a given indicator and is

https://www.ted.com/
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics for TED talk dataset (N=2392 talks); total of 5.89 million ratings from a total of
4162 million views. Descriptive statistics of rating scores are normalized per million views.

Meta Mean SD Median Min Max
Duration (min) 13.62 5.29 14.14 2.25 44.63
Word Count 2044.56 885.54 2040 15 5800
Views 1730676.52 2540236.17 1139779.5 155895 47227110
Ratings N ratings Mean SD Median Min Max
Inspiring 1277876 534.23 1307.69 235 5 24924
Informative 862945 360.76 550.77 221.5 0 9787
Fascinating 758344 317.03 636.79 161.5 5 14447
Persuasive 544215 227.51 476.24 101 0 10704
Beautiful 444193 185.7 481.46 62 0 9437
Courageous 401316 167.77 437.11 53 0 8668
Funny 368139 153.9 603.88 20 0 19645
Ingenious 360870 150.87 285.87 68 0 6073
Jaw-dropping 344204 143.9 560.84 40 0 14728
OK 193184 80.76 90.16 55 0 1341
Unconvincing 127299 53.22 93.11 27 0 2194
Longwinded 78158 32.67 42.26 19 0 447
Obnoxious 60440 25.27 53.55 12 0 1361
Confusing 49815 20.83 31.88 12 0 531

referred here to as a ‘complexity contour’. In gen-
eral, for a text comprising n sentences, there are
w = n� ws+ 1 windows.3 CoCoGen uses the
Stanford CoreNLP suite (Manning et al., 2014)
for performing tokenization, sentence splitting,
part-of-speech tagging, lemmatization and syntac-
tic parsing (Probabilistic Context Free Grammar
Parser (Klein and Manning, 2003)).

Table 2 provides a concise overview of the fea-
tures used in this study. The first group consists
of 18 features pertaining to syntactic complex-
ity. These features are implemented based on
descriptions in Lu (2010) and using the Tregex
tree pattern matching tool (Levy and Andrew,
2006) with syntactic parse trees for extracting
specific patterns. The second group subsumes 12
features pertaining to lexical richness: five mea-
sures of lexical variation, one measure of lexical
density, seven measures of lexical sophistication.
The operationalizations of these measures follow
those described in Lu (2012) and Ströbel (2014).
The third group includes 25 n-gram frequency

3Given the constraint that there has to be at least one
window, a text has to comprise at least as many sentences at
the ws is wide n � w.

features that are derived from the five register
sub-components of the Contemporary Corpus of
American English (COCA, (Davies, 2008)): spo-
ken, magazine, fiction, news and academic lan-
guage4. Our frequency-ngram measures differ
from those used in the earlier studies reviewed
in Section 2. Instead of using only bigrams and
trigrams, we extend them to include longer word
combinations (four- and five-grams) and use a
more nuanced definition to operationalize the us-
age of such combinations given in equation (1):

Normn,s,r =
|Cn,s,r| · log

hQ
c2|Cn,s,r| freqn,r(c)

i

|Un,s|
(1)

Let An,s be the list of n-grams (n 2 [1, 5])
appearing within a sentence s, Bn,r the list of
n-gram appearing in the n-gram frequency list of
register r (r 2 {acad, fic,mag, news, spok}) and
Cn,s,r = An,s\Bn,r the list of n-grams appearing

4The Contemporary Corpus of American English is the
largest genre-balanced corpus of American English, which
at the time the measures were derived comprised of 560
million words.
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Table 2: Overview of the 119 features investigated in the paper

Feature groups Number Sub-groups Example/Description
of features

Syntactic complexity 18 Length of production unit e.g. Mean length of clause
Subordination e.g. Clauses per sentences
Coordination e.g. Coordinate phrases per clause
Particular structures e.g. Complex nominals per clause

Lexical richness 12 Lexical density The number of lexical words
divided by total number of words

Lexical diversity e.g. Type-token ratio
Lexical sophistication e.g. Words from the

New General Service List,
see Browne et al. (2013)

Register-based 25 Spoken (n 2 [1, 5]) Frequencies of uni-, bi-
Fiction (n 2 [1, 5]) tri-, four-, five-grams
Magazine (n 2 [1, 5]) from the five sub-components
News (n 2 [1, 5]) (genres) of the COCA,
Academic (n 2 [1, 5]) see Davies (2008)

Information theory 3 KolmogorovDeflate Measures use Deflate algorithm
KolmogorovDeflate Syntactic and relate size of compressed file
KolmogorovDeflate Morphological to size of original file

LIWC-style 61 Linguistic dimensions For a comprehensive description
Psychological processes of LIWC features, see
Relativity Pennebaker et al. (2015a)
Personal concerns

both in s and the n-gram frequency list of register
r. Un,s is defined as the list of unique n-gram
in s, and freqn,r(a) the frequency of n-gram a
according to the n-gram frequency list of register
r.

A total of 25 measures results from the combi-
nation of (a) a ‘reference list’ containing the top
100,000 most frequent n-grams and their frequen-
cies from one of five register subcomponents of
the COCA corpus and (b) the size of the n-gram
(n 2 [1, 5]). The fourth group includes three
information-theoretic measures that are based on
Kolmogorov complexity. These measures use the
Deflate algorithm (Deutsch, 1996) to compress a
text and obtain complexity scores by relating the
size of the compressed file to the size of the orig-
inal file (see (Ströbel, 2014) for the operational-
ization and implementation of these measures).

5 Classification Models

We used a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) clas-
sifier, specifically a bidirectional dynamic RNN
model with Long Short-term Memory (LSTM)
cells. A dynamic RNN was chosen as it can han-
dle sequences of variable length5. As shown in
Figure 1, the input of the contour-based model is
a sequence X = (x1, x2, . . . , xl, xl+1, . . . , xn),
where xi, the output of CoCoGen for the ith win-
dow of a document, is a 119 dimensional vector,
l is the length of the sequence, n 2 Z is a num-
ber, which is greater or equal to the length of the
longest sequence in the dataset and xl+1, · · · , xn
are padded 0-vectors. The input of the contour-
based model is fed into a RNN which consists of 5
bidirectional LSTM layers with 400 hidden units
in each cell. To predict the class of a sequence, we
concatenate the hidden variable of the last LSTM

5The lengths of the feature vector sequences depends on
the number of sentences of the texts in our corpus.
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Figure 1: Roll-out of the RNN model based on complexity contours

cell in layer 5
�!
h 5l, i.e. the hidden variable of

5th RNN layer right after the feeding of xl, with
hidden variable of the last LSTM cell in the back-
ward direction

�!
h 51. The result vector of concate-

nation [
�!
h 5l|
�!
h 51] is then transformed through a

feed-forward neural network. The feed-forward
neural-network consists of two fully connected
layers (dense layer), whose output dimensions
are 400, 14. Between the first and sencond fully
connected layer, a Batch Normalization layer, a
Parametric Rectifier Linear Unit (PReLU) layer
and a dropout layer were added. Before the final
output, a sigmoid layer was applied. The dataset
was splitted into training and testing sets with a
ration of 80:20 and 5-fold cross-validation is ap-
plied. As the loss function for training, binary
cross entropy was used:

L(Ŷ , c) = � 1

C

CX

i=1

(yi log(ŷ)+(1�yi) log(1�ŷ))

in which c = (y1, y2, . . . , yN ), C = 14 is num-
ber of responses and Ŷ = (ŷ1, ŷ2, . . . , ŷN ) is the
output vector of the sigmoid layer rounded to clos-
est integer. For optimization, we used Adamax
with a learning rate ⌘ = 0.0001. The dropout rate
of the RNN layers and the dropout layer is set to
0.5. The minibatch size is 32, which was shown
as a reasonable value for modern GPUs (Masters
and Luschi, 2018). All models were implemented
using PyTorch (Pytorch, 2019).

Our baseline model has the same network archi-

tecture as the model described above, but instead
of being trained on complexity contours, it was
trained on sentence embeddings extracted from
the Universal Sentence Encoder (USE) (Cer et al.,
2018). USE takes a sentence as input and a 512-
dimensional sentence representation as its output.
The pretrained USE model we used was obtained
from the Tensorflow (TF) Hub website and, ac-
cording to TF Hub, the model was trained with
a deep averaging network (DAN) encoder (Iyyer
et al., 2015).

6 Results and Discussion

We report the results of multi-label classification
with five-fold cross validation. The performance
metrics of the RNN classification model (global
accuracy, precision, recall and macro F1 scores)
are presented in Table 3. The model achieved an
average total accuracy of 69% averaged across
the 14 rating categories. The highest accuracy
was reached for the persuasive category (77%)
and lowest for the long-winded category (62%).
The results of RNN models trained on each fea-
ture set introduced in Section 5 are presented in
Table 4. These results revealed that classifica-
tion accuracy was mainly driven by LIWC-style
and ngram-based features: The LIWC set was
most predictive for 8/14 rating categories (per-
suasive, courageous, fascinating, inspiring, funny,
ingenious, jaw-dropping and confusing), whereas
the n-gram set ranked first in 3/10 rating cate-
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gories (beautiful, unconvincing, obnoxious). In
two rating categories (informative, OK) these two
feature sets were equally predictive. Averaged
across rating categories, the LIWC-based model
achieved slightly better accuracy (+1%) at the
cost of using 61 features (36 more features) com-
pared to that of the n-gram based model trained
on 25 features. RNN models trained on the lexical
and syntactic features both reached 61% classi-
fication accuracy. The RNN trained on syntac-
tic features reached the highest accuracy for the
long-winded rating category (61%). The classi-
fier based on the three information theoretic fea-
tures achieved 56% accuracy. The finding that
n-gram measures figure prominently in the clas-
sification is consistent with a growing body of
studies indicating that n-gram measures are good
predictors of human judgments/ratings of writ-
ing and speaking skills both in first and second
language (Christiansen and Arnon, 2017; Garner
et al., 2020; Saito, 2020). More generally, the find-
ings are also in support of recent theoretical pro-
posals emphasizing the importance of knowledge
of such ‘chunks’ for human language processing
to ameliorate the effects of the ‘real-time’ con-
straints on language processing imposed by the
limitations of human sensory system and human
memory in combination with the continual deluge
of language input (cf., Christiansen and Chater,
2016, 2017, for the ‘Now-or-Never bottleneck’) .
The result that LIWC-style features emerged as
strong predictors is not surprising since previous
research employing these measures has provided
valuable insight into psychological processes and
behavioral outcomes (Tausczik and Pennebaker,
2010; Pennebaker et al., 2015b). A closer exam-
ination of how individual features within each
feature-group distinguished between higher-rated
and lower-rated TED talks in a given rating cate-
gory revealed some interesting patterns. For rea-
sons of space, we focus on the results for the
seven most frequently selected categories (per-
suasive, courageous, fascinating, beautiful, in-
spiring, informative and funny) for which clas-
sification accuracy was consistently greater than
70%. For each feature, we determined the differ-
ences between the group means for each indicator
of language use (Mhigher rated - Mlower rated) for the

persuasive category. For the persuasive rating cat-
egory, the top LIWC-style features of highly rated
talks concern words associated with words related
to core drives and needs (power) and personal
concerns (risk, money and work), while words
related with perceptual processes (see, hear, feel)
are associated with talks with lower ratings on the
persuasive dimension. Highly persuasive talks
are further characterized by a stronger reliance
on higher frequency n-grams from more formal
language registers: the top-five n-gram features
associated with highly persuasive talks concern
frequent 3-, 4- and 5-grams from the academic
register and 3- and 4-grams from the news regis-
ter. At the same time, frequent n-grams from the
fiction register are indicative of lower persuasive
talks. Regarding lexical richness, we found that
highly-rated talks in the persuasive rating cate-
gory exhibit high lexical diversity (CTTR, RTTR,
NDW) in combination with high word prevalence
and low lexical sophistication (NAWL, NGSL,
ANC, BNC), indicating that persuasive talks use
words that are widely known rather than those
that are advanced and infrequent. At the syntactic
level, persuasive talks show tendencies towards
higher degrees of subordination (e.g. dependent
clauses per T-unit) and phrasal complexity (com-
plex nominals per T-unit) and lower degrees of
coordination (coordinate phrases per clause). Fig-
ure 2 in the appendix shows the frequency with
which features of particular types appeared in the
top-five most associated (left) or top-five most
dissociated features (right).6 The figure discloses
distinct patterns of language usage for particular
rating categories: TED talks with high ratings
in the categories beautiful, inspiring, courageous
and funny are characterised by a strong reliance on
frequent n-grams from the fiction register, words
from the LIWC types pronoun and social, and
relatively higher scores on indicators of lexical so-
phistication. At the same time, these talks exhibit
relatively low proportions of frequent academic
n-grams, low lexical diversity and shorter length
of production units. Highly rated talks on the

6In case a top-five list involved a change in sign only
features with positive values (for the associated feature list)
or negative values (for the dissociated feature list) were
included.
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Table 3: Performance statistics of the RNN classifiers aggregated over five crossvalidation runs

Baseline: RNNUSE RNN model based on complexity contours
Acc SD Acc SD Precision SD Recall SD F1 SD

Overall 0.73 0.01 0.69 0.01 0.69 0.07 0.67 0.09 0.68 0.08
Persuasive 0.80 0.02 0.77 0.03 0.77 0.07 0.80 0.07 0.78 0.07
Courageous 0.81 0.03 0.76 0.03 0.80 0.05 0.69 0.09 0.74 0.07
Fascinating 0.82 0.03 0.75 0.03 0.75 0.06 0.78 0.06 0.76 0.06
Beautiful 0.79 0.02 0.74 0.02 0.77 0.06 0.66 0.05 0.71 0.05
Inspiring 0.79 0.02 0.73 0.02 0.76 0.02 0.65 0.18 0.70 0.03
Informative 0.78 0.02 0.73 0.04 0.71 0.13 0.82 0.11 0.76 0.12
Funny 0.76 0.02 0.71 0.02 0.71 0.04 0.70 0.08 0.70 0.05
Ingenious 0.77 0.02 0.70 0.02 0.68 0.04 0.75 0.05 0.71 0.05
Jaw-dropping 0.67 0.03 0.66 0.02 0.66 0.11 0.63 0.05 0.65 0.07
Unconvincing 0.67 0.01 0.65 0.03 0.66 0.04 0.58 0.18 0.62 0.07
OK 0.65 0.01 0.64 0.02 0.63 0.12 0.63 0.13 0.63 0.12
Confusing 0.67 0.03 0.63 0.03 0.63 0.04 0.56 0.23 0.59 0.06
Obnoxious 0.63 0.01 0.63 0.02 0.61 0.09 0.54 0.21 0.57 0.12
Longwinded 0.65 0.02 0.62 0.03 0.59 0.13 0.55 0.17 0.57 0.15

Table 4: Mean classification accuracy after five-fold cross validation with standard deviations across rating
categories and feature-sets.

All Features LIWC N-gram Lexical Syntactic Inf. Theo.
(N = 119) (N=61) (N=25) (N=13) (N=18) (N=3)

Rating category MAcc SD MAcc SD MAcc SD MAcc SD MAcc SD MAcc SD
Overall 0.69 0.01 0.67 0.01 0.66 0.01 0.61 0.00 0.61 0.01 0.56 0.01
Persuasive 0.77 0.03 0.75 0.03 0.74 0.02 0.65 0.04 0.64 0.04 0.58 0.05
Courageous 0.76 0.03 0.76 0.02 0.74 0.02 0.65 0.01 0.62 0.01 0.53 0.04
Fascinating 0.75 0.03 0.75 0.03 0.72 0.03 0.67 0.02 0.63 0.03 0.55 0.03
Beautiful 0.74 0.02 0.71 0.01 0.73 0.01 0.63 0.02 0.63 0.03 0.56 0.04
Inspiring 0.73 0.02 0.72 0.02 0.69 0.02 0.65 0.01 0.65 0.01 0.54 0.02
Informative 0.73 0.04 0.71 0.03 0.71 0.03 0.64 0.03 0.67 0.04 0.61 0.05
Funny 0.71 0.02 0.69 0.03 0.68 0.02 0.60 0.03 0.64 0.02 0.60 0.02
Ingenious 0.70 0.02 0.69 0.02 0.66 0.01 0.64 0.02 0.60 0.02 0.53 0.02
Jaw-dropping 0.66 0.02 0.62 0.03 0.57 0.02 0.59 0.02 0.60 0.03 0.57 0.05
Unconvincing 0.65 0.03 0.60 0.01 0.61 0.03 0.57 0.02 0.56 0.04 0.53 0.05
OK 0.64 0.02 0.59 0.01 0.59 0.02 0.59 0.02 0.57 0.06 0.58 0.04
Confusing 0.63 0.03 0.60 0.02 0.58 0.02 0.56 0.02 0.57 0.02 0.51 0.02
Obnoxious 0.63 0.02 0.58 0.02 0.61 0.01 0.56 0.01 0.54 0.03 0.54 0.03
Longwinded 0.62 0.03 0.59 0.02 0.59 0.03 0.60 0.03 0.61 0.04 0.60 0.10
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fascinating and ingenious dimensions group to-
gether and exhibit higher proportions of n-grams
from the spoken register, higher proportions of
words from the LIWC function-type – notably
the personal pronoun I and are characterized by
higher lexical sophistication. Finally, persuasive,
ingenious, fascinating and inspiring talks display
higher word prevalence score, which estimate the
proportion of the population that knows a given
word. This result indicates that the inclusion of
this newly introduced crowd-sourced language
metric (Johns et al., 2020) is a valuable addition
to the existing features employed in research on
automated assessment of spontaneous speech and
calls for the development of additional crowd-
sourced language features.

7 Conclusion

The ability to communicate competently and effi-
ciently yields innumerable benefits across a range
of social areas, including the enjoyment of conge-
nial personal relationships, educational success,
career advancement and, more generally, success-
ful participation in the complex communicative
environments of the 21st century. Public speaking
is the epitome of spoken communication and, at
the same time, the most feared form of communi-
cation. The paper contributes to the growing body
of research that relies on automatic assessment
of speaking skills and machine learning to better
understand what makes a public speech effective.
We performed a multi-label classification task to
automatically predict human affective ratings as-
sociated with 14 categories on a large dataset of
TED Talk speech transcripts. We demonstrated
that a Recurrent Neural Network classifier trained
exclusively on within-text distributions of 119 lan-
guage features can reach relatively high levels of
accuracy (> 70%) on eight out of fourteen rat-
ing categories. We further showed that all rating
categories are best predicted by (1) LIWC-style
features, which counts words in psychologically
meaningful categories, and (2) n-gram frequency
measures, which reflect the use of register/genre-
specific multiword sequences. Closer analysis of
the distributions of particular language features
disclosed distinct patterns of language usage for
particular rating categories. More generally, the

present paper responds to recent calls in the inter-
national scientific community of machine learn-
ing to use not only black box models but also ex-
plainable (white-box) models, since in any given
application domain there is a need for both ac-
curate but also understandable models (Rudin,
2019; Loyola-Gonzalez, 2019). In this paper, we
have demonstrated in the domain of public speak-
ing that models trained on human interpretable
features in combination with deep learning clas-
sifiers can compete with black box models based
on word embeddings.
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Figure 2: Heatmap of features associated (left; blue
indicates higher counts) or dissociated (right, red in-
dicates higher counts) with high ratings on each of
the top-seven best predicted rating categories. Den-
drograms represent Euclidean distances among rating
categories and features respectively.


